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Interfering with Life?

We support you through your life’s challenges 
so that you can recover and grow.
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We offer strengths-
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based, compassionate
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Your life is not one-
dimensional and neither
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Maintaining mental health does not always mean going to therapy. 
We can cultivate sustainable mental health by being consistent in 
wellness practices. The more we know, the more we can do. How do 
we begin? First and foremost, we want to check-in with ourselves to 
figure out what needs have to be met. Abraham Maslow talks about 
our needs as building blocks that evolve from our basic, physiological 
needs. We must have a solid foundation of fulfilled needs so that we 
can flourish. But when circumstances disrupt this hierarchical devel-
opment chronically or temporarily, we must meet ourselves where we 
are in this process to relearn how to fulfill our unmet needs.

Engaging in healthy activities consistently and practicing self-care 
help our brain to release more “happy” chemicals. This allows our 
brains to develop more neuroplasticity (where pathways in the brain 

Here is some key brain chemistry and how to access it:

can change through growth and reorganization) so that we can be-
come more flexible in riding the waves of life’s happenstances.

expert contributors
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As mental health awareness increases, the 
light shed on the stigmas surrounding mental 
wellness deserve increased attention, as 
well. Mental health struggles are not only 
about a diagnosis and prescribed psychiatric 
medications. There is no universal image for 
someone with mental health challenges. This 
is a stigmatized view on mental health condi-
tions as it paints an inaccurate, marginalized 
picture of those who navigate mental health 
issues.

Sometimes, struggling mentally can look like 
having a hard time finding balance when 

life throws curveballs (i.e. sudden job loss, unexpected medical 
treatment, etc.). Other times, mental struggles may be navigating 
immense grief, unprocessed trauma or pent-up resentment. Across 
the board, however, someone carrying any of these can look like any 
one of us. Our mental health suffers when we go too long neglect-
ing self-care, watering unhealthy habits or remaining chronically 
dysregulated from a deficit of met needs. If we want to thrive, we 
must remember that we can grow from discomfort, despite what the 

narratives of our fear-based thoughts say. The more we work to col-
lectively normalize these issues, the more accepting we may become 
of appropriate treatment and maintenance for mental wellness.

Some of us might feel discouraged or internal pushback once we 
start new skills. This is a natural response when we have used the 
same habits for a long time. We tend to outgrow habits and have 
to unlearn them once they become maladaptive. However loud 
the pushback might get, practice self-compassion and focus on 
what is in your control, like how you view challenges. Often, our 
initial hurdle is our own mindset in how we conceptualize or ap-
proach stressors and conflict.

As you go through this process of unlearning unhealthy habits 
and learning healthier ones, remember that overcoming discom-
fort, doubt and fear comes down to mind over matter. Belief in 
yourself, consistency, effort, patience and repetition will be your 
strongest companions along the way.

Self-actualizationSelf-actualization

EsteemEsteem

Love & BelongingLove & Belonging

SafetySafety

PhysiologicalPhysiological

Maslow'sMaslow's

HAPPY CHEMICALSHAPPY CHEMICALS
- and how to hack them -- and how to hack them -

completing a taskcompleting a task
celebrating goals and winscelebrating goals and wins
eating and drinking welleating and drinking well
self care activitiesself care activities
trying something newtrying something new

•••••

meditatingmeditating
spend some time in naturespend some time in nature
get some sun exposureget some sun exposure
exercisingexercising
mindfullnessmindfullness

spending time with your petspending time with your pet
physical touchphysical touch
helping othershelping others
giving complimentsgiving compliments
showing kindnessshowing kindness

laughinglaughing
watch a funny show or moviewatch a funny show or movie
exerciseexercise
listen to music you likelisten to music you like
essential oilsessential oils

"reward chemical""reward chemical"

"mood stabilizer""mood stabilizer"

"love hormone""love hormone"

"pain killer""pain killer"
serotoninserotonin

oxytocinoxytocindopaminedopamine

endorphinendorphin
fulfillment, one own's potential

confidence, recognition, respect,
feeling of accomplishment

friendship, famiy, feeling of connection
and meaningful relationships

feelings of emotional and intellectual security,
body image, resources, employment

food, water, warmth, rest and shelter

•••••
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To learn more about becoming an expert contributor, 
contact PHN at stinghitella@bestversionmedia.com 

or call Steve at 201.213.6741.

Dr. Jeffery Shannon, Au.D.
Hudson Valley Audiology Center

845-406-9999  |  www.hudsonaudiology.com
11 Medical Park Dr, Ste 205 • Pomona, NY

Dr. Jeffery Shannon, Au.D. is the director of Hud-
son Valley Audiology Center. He is the profes-
sional advisor for the Hearing Loss Association of 
America's local chapter, provides informational 
seminars to local schools and organizations and 
has a radio show on WRCR (wrcr.com) the first 
Monday of every month at 9:30am

HEARING HEALTH

Peter Fournier is proud to announce the launch of 
his brand new, nationwide company: All Things 
Insurance Group. ATIG supports clients with Life 
Insurance, Health Insurance, Medicare, Group 
Benefits, Retirement Planning, Annuities and 
more! The company is composed of over 170 
licensed professionals, so regardless of where you 
and your loved ones need coverage, ATIG is here 

to help. Peter J. Fournier has been in the life insurance industry for nearly a 
decade. He has been a top producer in both a captive environment as well as 
within his own agency and has developed dozens of replicable procedures 
and presentations for hundreds of life agents across the country. Peter will be 
discussing the multiple facets of the Life Insurance Industry and will be able to 
help you navigate all of the benefits of owning a particular policy.

LIFE INSURANCE/MEDICARE
Peter J. Fournier, Owner & CEO
ATIG (All Things Insurance Group)

201-663-2406  |  pete@petefournier.com
petefournier.com • allthingsinsurancegroup.com

We value our expert contributors who provide us with helpful informa-
tion and tips for living our best lives!
To learn more about becoming an expert contributor, contact PHN at 
stinghitella@bestversionmedia.com or call Steve at 201-213-6741.

We are Lucky to Have 
Tips and Advice from 
our Expert Contributors!

Compassionate and evidence-based therapy for 
healing trauma, anxiety, & depression. We pro-
vide patients with expert-level, collaborative, & 
strengths-focused mental health treatment.

MENTAL HEALTH
Dr. Carol Chu-Peralta, Ph.D.,
Founder & Director
Center for Resiliency, LLC

201-661-3375  |  210 Summit Ave., A-3 • Montvale, NJ
www.centerforresiliency.com • drchu@centerforresiliency.com

IG: @centerforresiliencyNJ
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